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Continuing a streak of country performance, the 2019 Homecoming concert features a rising young musician from Louisiana.

Last week, the Campus Activities Board (CAB) announced Hunter Hayes will perform at the Homecoming concert on Nov. 5. The concert will take place in Diddle Arena at 7 p.m.

In previous years, WKU hosted the K Young Band, Uncle Mooret, Derek Bentley, Luke Bryan and Josh Turner.

Rachel McClain, a Bowling Green sophomore and CAB member, said although CAB considered other options, the timing lined up perfectly for Hunter Hayes. McClain said the news of Hayes’ upcoming performance was received well on campus.

“Hunt Hayes is really excited about the concert,” Moor- "I'm looking forward to " planting regular seating in advance for $25 or seating on the floor in advance for $20. Either type of seating can be purchased regular seating in advance for $25 or seating on the floor in advance for $20. Either type of seating can be purchased on the day of show for $35. The public has the opportunity to go to the show as well. In advance, the public can purchase regular seating in advance for $25 or regular seating on the day of show. The base fare is $2, and users are charged 20 cents per minute and an additional fee of $2 per transaction. Users can pay with a credit card or, if they register a linked bank account, receive鬼门关，我们不约。" 鬼门关，我们不约。" 鬼门关，我们不约。"
Honors College Executive Direc-
tor Craig Cobane said anywhere there is a change as substantial as this one, people need some time to understand what’s happening.

“We want to shift our focus a little bit to getting the word out,” Cobane said.

He said the Honors College is going after the GSP demographic aggressively as increasing numbers of GSP alumni are attending WKU. Despite the new scholarship program, he said, the Honors College will continue to recruit students based on criteria such as their contributions to the community and involvement in research, not just their GPA and ACT scores.

“We’re interested in students we’ve done the best for,” Cobane said.

The new scholarship program has been in the works for the past year, Burnette said.

WKU restructured its scholarship in part because the university had overstretched its budget for awards; at the same time, it endowed $7.5 million worth of budget cuts and reallocations across all university departments.

Burnette said one of the goals of the new program is to provide a larger number of students with more scholarships to award them for their hard work and to bridge tuition gaps.

“Instead of doing fewer larger scholarships, we’re doing a greater number of partial scholarships, so we’re able to reach more students with our scholar-
dship dollars,” Burnette said.

The new program is heavily based around Annual Academic Merit Awards. The merit awards range from $3,500-$8,500 and are automatically awarded if the incoming student applies by Jan. 15, 2016—the deadline. The merit awards are based on a student’s ACT score and unsupervised GPA, and it places them within a range of scholarship dollars.

Burnette said that on top of these merit awards, targeted awards are also available for students based on participation in certain programs or groups. Such programs include Kentucky Gov-
ernor’s Scholars, National Merit and Achievement Semifinalists and Rogers Scholars.
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Phi Delta Theta settles into their new home

Students Government outlines goals for semester

BY MARCEL MAYO

Leaving behind the Postergate controversy, the Student Government Association is preparing for the new school year with plans to create a bigger impact on campus.

One of the goals for the school is to use more commitment through student outreach and more involvement from the executive cabinet, said SGA President John Miles.

“It’s vital to have support and communication through executive cabinet and senate,” Richey said. “There probably about a hundred things I want to do this semester.”

Richey also plans to follow through with some of the initiatives outlined in his campaign for president. My. CampusesToo, an initiative focused on incorporating underrepresented students into SGA, will be unfurling during this semester.

“I want more outreach to international students and for the regional campuses to be more included also,” Richey said.

Last school year, SGA approved Resolution 13-14-1 that would create a way to support amending the university’s alcohol policy and Student Code of Conduct to promote safety and retention. With the support of SGA, WKU moved forward with a policy change and will serve alcohol in the Garrett Conference Center with the construction of a new pub. However, Richey said alcohol will not be served in DSU.

Before the pub is completed, SGA will host a competition open to students to name the pub.

SGA Executive Vice President Nolan Miles also has goals for this semester. One goal for this school year is to stress SGA’s importance of sitting on university committees. Another initiative is to bring back the Dine with Decision Makers event.

“Last year, Dine with Decision Makers has become a routine event that is often taken for granted,” Miles said. “This year I hope to change that and promote its importance to our members.

SGA will hold its first meeting on Sept. 1 at 5 p.m.
As of last Thursday, Uber is available in Bowling Green.

Our STANCE: This is going to be great.

A year existing in Louisville and Lexington for a little over a year, Uber has finally been made available in Bowling Green, and thank heavens for it. Now, planning the end of our nights out won't be great. For it. Now, planning the end of our nights out won't be great.

Uber is available in Bowling Green.

With an easy $5-6 ride from Hilligans to the Registry and a $7-9 ride from campus to downtown, Uber has the potential to make feeling drunk make place for everyone by lowering the number of late-night foot traffic and DUIs. According to the online police activity report, the past May the BGPU made 30 DUI arrests, and WKUPD made another 13. Keeping drunk people off the roads is a necessity, and Uber’s offer of cheap and accessible rides is designed to do just that—especially when the only other option is walking. Walking home after a night out often offers the best option, but it rarely is. Mays, WKUPD also made six public intoxication arrests.

There’s no telling how many the RGPU made. And aside from the fear of being stopped by the police for making a good decision, it’s late and you’re alone, it can get pretty spooky out there.

Hopefully Uber will be used in its full potential. It really isn’t that much, and it’s a lot better than paying for a lawyer after getting arrested. We all get tired of making a good decision, if it’s late and you’re alone, it can get pretty spooky out there. Hopefully Uber will be used in its full potential. It really isn’t that much, and it’s a lot better than paying for a lawyer after getting arrested.

No Escape: A Bland Addition to Action

BY SHANE FREEMAN

EDITORIAL

How far would you go to protect your family when escape seems impossible? Over the course of the summer, I had been tasked with No Escape multiple times, and two things caught my eye: the usage of a father throwing his child off a roof and that father being played by Owen Wilson. Most people know him as the funny man in a big screen. It’s fairly basic, but it drives itself on tension.

As an action/drama film, it surprised me on a few levels because it kept the audience entertained and on the edge of my seat. The plot, though, was unclear. Before we meet Wilson’s character and his family, there’s an opening that supposedly sets up the whole plot, but it doesn’t make a lot of sense because we’re never given enough information. The plot of it, which I got about 20 minutes in, is this: a leader is killed. 2. A rebellion begins in the city where the leader was killed. 3. Wilson’s character and his family are being targeted. It’s fairly basic, but it drives itself on tension.

While the acting isn’t special in any way, Wilson stands out by making his character believable. He plays a great father and delivers during intense moments, but I still found myself seeing him for the side eyes even when he wasn’t being funny.

The other truly interesting character is Pierce Brosnan. He has a mysterious past, but it doesn’t make any sense when he explains it. Ultimately this doesn’t matter because his only purpose is to clarify parts of the confusing plot.

In the end, I was surprised and ex- cited by the film, but it has faults. The performances weren’t great, even with Wilson. The action gets repetitive and less believable and was hyperviolent, which doesn’t appeal to everyone. The whole action got repetitive and less believable and was hyperviolent, which doesn’t appeal to everyone.

It’s a tough movie to review. It’s not a comedy. It’s a tough movie to review. It’s not a comedy. It’s a tough movie to review. It’s not a comedy.

My Score: 2/4.
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Across
1 Tiny insect
5 Road trip stop
10 Zipped
14 Indigo dye source
15 Solo
16 Fillable bread
17 *Sentry
19 Apple tablet
20 City with Heat and Hurricanes
21 Copter’s forerunner
22 Strike from the text
23 Gulf War journalist Peter
25 Invented, as a word
27 Light on the Vegas strip
29 Made a boo-boo
32 Grocery box amt.
35 Electrician on a film set
39 Academic URL suffix
40 Sushi tuna
41 Caboose locale ... and a hint to what the first word of the answers to starred clues can be
42 Wolfed down
43 Transgress
44 Staten or Manhattan
45 License-issuing agcs.
46 Tennis great Agassi
48 Info
50 Show with clowns
54 Skype need
58 “Come Fly With Me” lyricist Sammy
60 Poker stake
62 Spaghetti topper
63 Copies are made from one: Abbr.
64 *Crafty press agent
66 Street artist in a striped shirt, stereotypically
68 Penn Sta.-to-Suffolk County train system
69 Tapped brew
70 Golf’s Slammin’ Sammy
71 __, meeny ...

Down
1 Molten rock
2 “… bombs bursting __”
3 Business big shot
4 Periodic table item
5 West of “My Little Chickadee”
6 Couturier Cassini
7 Subject matter
8 Warm month in Chile
9 “Vive __!”: “Long live the king!”
10 Kiddie-lit’s Charlotte, e.g.
11 *Wishful thinking
12 And others, in Lat.
13 20-Across’ former county
18 Toy on a string
24 Frat party robes
26 Unhip sort
28 Finger or toe part
30 1999 Ron Howard satire
31 Association fees
32 Astronaut’s org.
33 Like wafers
34 *Music-maker activated by a breeze
35 St. Augustine’s state: Abbr.
37 Ward (off)
38 Provide with funds
39 Tall-cake layer
41 Complete failure
42 Pro pretending to be an amateur
43 Tijuana money
45 Term of affection
46 “Goosebumps” author R.L.
52 Set free, as pigs
53 “__ Christmas!”
55 Term of affection
56 Nut under an oak
57 “__”
58 Hair-parting tool
59 Singer India. __
61 Irish folk singer
65 Family guy

The City of Bowling Green...

HELP WANTED
Help Wanted: Part-time; afternoons and Saturdays. Flexible schedule. Apply in person. Aquapalooza 1260 South Main Street, Bowling Green, KY 42103.

Watersports Anu Week now hiring at both locations. Apply in person. Call 270-842-7574 or 270-842-7547.

City of Bowling Green
Fitness Instructor - ASA I
Parks & Recreation Department
Instructs individuals and fitness classes, assists with fitness events/activities, maintains fitness facility/equipment. Six months to 1 year experience and passing various certifications/continuing education. Must have the ability to lift 100 lbs. No age, education or experience necessary. $9.50/HR.

Interested applicants can apply online www.employment.bgky.org or at the Human Resources Department in City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green, KY 42101.

City of Bowling Green
Instructor, Jr. Leisure
Parks & Recreation Department
Instructs individuals in swimming, assists with scheduling, maintains pool facility/equipment. Must be able to lift 100 lbs. No age, education or experience necessary. While experience is a plus, certification is helpful. $9.50/HR.

Interested applicants can apply online www.employment.bgky.org or at the Human Resources Department in City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green, KY 42101.

City of Bowling Green
Fitness Instructor - ASA II
Parks & Recreation Department
Instructs individuals and fitness classes, assists with fitness events/activities, maintains fitness facility/equipment. Six months to 1 year experience instructing various types of fitness programs. Must be able to lift 100 lbs. No age, education or experience necessary. $10/HR.

Interested applicants can apply online www.employment.bgky.org or at the Human Resources Department in City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green, KY 42101. The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer and Drug-Free Workplace.
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BY ANDREW LIVEASY

The atmosphere was intense in the South Warren High School gym Saturday, Aug. 29, as martial arts participants from Kentucky and Tennessee competed during the second annual Bowling Green Classic Karate Tournament. Individuals ranged in age from children under five to adults.

Crowds of people, both spectators and participants, stood around the rings to watch the events and prepare for their own. There were over 100 divisions and four grand champions awarded cash prizes.

Participants ages eight and under wait in line to compete in individual events at the Bowling Green Classic Karate Tournament. While many of the younger participants were newcomers to karate competitions, a handful began training at the age of three or younger. WILLIAM KOLB/HERALD
Fraternities outline the path of recruitment

BY SHELBY BRUCE
HERALD.OPINION@WKU.EDU

Each fall and spring semester, the fraternities of WKU undergo recruitment to take potential new members (PNMS) and establish them as brothers. While the goal of each fraternity may be similar, the process of recruitment differs among the chapters.

This year, 325 men signed up for fraternity recruitment: that’s 82 more than last year, according to Perschbacher, a senior from Nashville. "We make sure that the unity on campus and ensure that fraternity members follow the rules," Perschbacher said. "Each fall and spring semester, the fraternities on campus and ensure that members than last year, according to Peterson. The IFC’s main job is to govern all fraternities of WKU undergoing recruitment and to provide a setting where they can meet students. While the IFC monitors the overall process of recruitment, each individual fraternity is permitted to run its recruitment process as they see fit since there isn’t a specific set of guidelines the chapters are expected to follow.

Since receiving its charter, Phi Gamma Delta has received multiple Chancellor Cups, an award annually given to the IFC’s best overall chapter. Despite the fraternity’s international nature and toying with his face in the basement writing in the basement, I will often find myself humming to myself and to myself. Most importantly for Dowling and Lamp, all the extra time they get from not shaving allows them to focus their energies on what really matters: winning games. They even have beard super-"cutzor down, boys, and in the wise words of Mr. Dowling and Lamp are sea-sons more, devastated the city of New Orleans and other coastal communities once called New Orleans home. All of the members are our house to have conversations with the guys and get to know them as best we can."
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According to Rogers, they hold events for PNMs to attend throughout the summer and during M.A.S.T.E.R. Plan so they can get to know some of the PNMs. "We just try and spend time with them and show them what Fiji is all about to see if it's something they are interested in pursuing," Rogers said.

Once official recruitment starts, every PNM goes through four nights of formal recruitment and chooses a fraternity on the fifth night, bid day. A group of current fraternity members, the Alpha Leaders, guide those potential new members through the recruitment process. They help the PNMs make decisions and find fraternities that best fit them.

"I had to organize a recruitment workshop on how to talk to PNMs. I also plan out each event held throughout M.A.S.T.E.R. Plan and rush week, making sure we had enough food, drinks, and activities to do while the PNMs are at our house," Dunn said. Like Sigma Nu, Fiji also start their recruitment process earlier than the official recruitment week. According to Fiji, they hold events for PNMs to attend throughout the summer and during M.A.S.T.E.R. Plan so they can get to know some of the PNMs.

The third night is an open house where PNMs can visit any fraternity they want. On this night the men also give their PNM a tour of the fraternity house to meet all of the members. At Fiji, the PNMs experience rotation, where PNMs are led by the Alpha Rhos to each fraternity house to meet all of the members. On the first two nights of recruitment, the PNMs experience rotation, where they are led by the Alpha Rhos to each fraternity house to meet all of the members.

On the fourth night, preference night, PNMs are chosen selectively by the fraternities that were on the PNMs' top-three lists.

"Each fraternity is looking for something different. Some are going to be a lot more serious and selective because they have an idea of who they want," Perschbacher said. "Other fraternities may be experiencing problems of just trying to meet quota for their chapter."

Fraimites also have the option to recruit informally instead of formally. This occurs when a PNM knows exactly which fraternity he wants to join and can lock a bid without having to go through the recruitment process.
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"Some are going to be a lot more serious and selective because they have an idea of who they want," Perschbacher said. "Other fraternities may be experiencing problems of just trying to meet quota for their chapter."

Fraternities also have the option to recruit informally instead of formally. This occurs when a PNM knows exactly which fraternity he wants to join and can lock a bid without having to go through the recruitment process.
VOLLEYBALL CONTINUED FROM SPORTS PAGE

WKU will look to carry its momentum into the second weekend of the season. The Lady Toppers are currently ranked 27 in the national polls and are looking to continue their early season success. The team has won three of their first four games, including a sweep of Wisconsin in the AVCA Top 25 tournament.

Megahee and Reinstetle will bring a physical presence to the team, and their addition will help solidify the back row defense. The team has been solidifying its front row with the addition of new outside hitter Jazmine Summerville and middle blocker Riley Allen. The team is looking to build on their early season success and continues to improve as a unit.

The Lady Toppers will host their first home game against the University of Evansville this weekend. The game will be an important opportunity for the team to showcase their talents and continue their winning streak. The team is looking forward to the challenge of playing against a tough opponent and is ready to take on the task with confidence.
Lady Toppers continue to develop at LSU

The WKU women’s soccer team took home a loss to host team LSU and a win against Stephen F. Austin in the Battle on the Bayou tournament this past weekend at LSU Soccer Stadium in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

After starting off with a winning first half, the Lady Toppers (2-2-0) dropped the first match of the weekend against LSU (5-2-1) on Friday night in a 4-1 decision.

“I think they presented different challenges than what we faced from Miami,” Head Coach Jason Neidell said.

“I think the bigger story was that we had a really difficult time with LSU’s quickness and athleticism in the second half. We shined in the first half, but our general weakness is that we are a little too good about it and that’s why we are a little flawed the second half.”

The second half proved to be a much more difficult story as the Lady Toppers put up just two shots to LSU’s 12. WKU conceded four second-half goals. The Tigers secured a coming kick in the 47th minute (just moments after the second half began) that resulted in the equalizing goal. Just 11 minutes later, LSU took the lead. Head Coach Jason Neidell added, “Our focus this preseason was creating competition between all of our players,” Pawlowski said. “It was nice to see the payoff of the off season,” Langenkamp said. “I’m very excited to be here and be a part of Western Kentucky University and part of the family,” Pawlowski said. “I’m looking forward to having many great moments here.”

In his 14 years spent between Auburn and the College of Charleston, Pawlowski spent time as a head coach, compiled 93 wins. As the program is set to start in two months, Pawlowski will lead the rest of the coaching staff in having the squad focused on several things, namely competition and teamwork.

“Our focus this preseason is creating competition between all of our players,” Pawlowski said. “Competition is the best way to truly get the most out of your abilities, so we will be encouraging competition greatly.”

“We also really need to evaluate where we are as a team right now,” Pawlowski said. “We need to find our expectations as a team so when spring rolls here we have team goals to arrive at.”

Pawlowski will bring with him two more faces new to WKU; both are assistants who have experience under Pawlowski at other universities. Coach Ty Megahern will serve as the Hilltoppers’ new offensive coordinator and infield coach. Megahern spent time as an assistant under Pawlowski at Auburn.

Coach Bob Reinstele will be the hitting/outfield coach. He spent time as an assistant coach at Charleston.

“I am very lucky to have the assistant coaches that have come in with,“ Pawlowski said. “I probably could not be more familiar than you must surround yourself with people that you trust and coaches that have come in with, Pawlowski added. “I’m looking forward to having them be a part of Western Kentucky University and the College of Charleston.”

Prior to the contest, the Badgers revealed their 2014 Big Ten Conference championship banner at the UW Field House.

Langenkamp was named tournament MVP, and earned the title of C-USA Offensive Player of the Week for the second time in her career.

“It was nice to see the payoff of the off season,” Langenkamp said. “It’s nice to get to some recognition for my performance, and I truly intend to improve as an offensive player for our team.”

“The tournament MVP was nice, but I was happy for the team as a whole—just happy for the wins,” Langenkamp said. Prior to the contest, the Badgers revealed their 2014 NCAA Big Ten Conference championship banner at the UW Field House.

SEE BASEBALL PAGE B3

Football: Grab Thursday’s issue for a preview of the Hilleltopper’s season opener against Vanderbilt.

See SOCCER PAGE B3
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